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Nomination for Appointment to the 
Integrated Resource Planning (IRP) Technical Working Group 

To be submitted through the OEB’s online filing portal by 4:45 pm on November 8, 
2021. Please quote file number EB-2021-0246. 

Contact Information 

Nominee Name: 

Company Name: 

Company Address: 

Position Title: 

Department: 

Email Address: 

Mobile: 

Please provide a short description for each of the following. 

1. Is this a self-nomination (Y/N)? If not, please indicate which
individual(s)/organization(s) the nomination is made on behalf of, and whether
the nominee has confirmed an interest in participating on the IRP Technical
Working Group.

https://p-pes.ontarioenergyboard.ca/PivotalUX/
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2. Nominee’s Technical or Policy Experience With Natural Gas or Electricity IRP
(utility system planning, experience with IRP solutions, cost-benefit analysis
and comparison of IRP/facility solutions, etc.)

3. Nominee’s Knowledge of Ontario Context for Enbridge Gas IRP activities
(related work experience in Ontario, participation in OEB proceedings, etc.)
{Note that the OEB will consider nominations for candidates with experience 
in IRP outside of Ontario}
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4. Why do you believe that you/the nominee would be a valuable member of the
IRP Technical Working Group?


	Nominee Name: Cameron Leitch
	Company Name: Enwave Energy Corporation
	Company Address: 333 Bay Street, Suite 710Toronto, ONM5H 2R2
	Position Title: Senior Engineering Manager
	Department: Solutions & Innovations
	Email Address: cameron.leitch@enwave.com
	Mobile: 647-244-7605
	Working Group: Yes
	Technical Experience: Enwave constructs and operates district thermal energy systems, most notably a large chilled water, heating water, and steam system in Toronto, that deliver innovative, low-carbon solutions to the communities they serve. Enwave's internal planning processes to align capacity project construction with forecasted customer demand loads has similarities with the OEB's IRP. Cameron is active in the capacity planning process for Enwave and in the associated design, construction, and operation of selected capacity projects.
	Knowledge of Enbridge Gas IRP activities: Cameron has been the technical lead on several heat recovery projects that integrate heat pumps for base load and that balance gas-fired heat source capacity with system demands and operating costs. Cameron was technical support on a large thermal storage implementation (approx. 40 MW/200 MWh) that leverages existing gas-fired heating capacity during off-peak periods to charge the storage system, and subsequently to serve customers during grid peaks (when existing capacity is constrained). Both project types are demand-side solutions that require knowledge of generation costs, system capacity, and customer profiles.
	why would you be a valuable member: Enwave is a large customer of Enbridge, and has enrolled in curtailment programs in the past at Enwave's large steam plants (summing approximately 500 MW of peak demand). District energy affords the opportunity of deploying solutions at scale that may not be feasible otherwise, and having perspective on how district energy and IRP can complement the other would be valuable to the IRP Technical Working Group. Cameron's role within Enwave provides significant insight into the design and operation of district energy systems, which in turn can assist with the identification and evaluation of proposals under IRP.


